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1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past couple of decades, rapid diagnostic test (RDTs) have emerged as a potential solution to the pressing
need for accessible medical testing. RDTs utilize biochemistry to transduce the load of a biological sample (e.g.,
blood, urine, nasal swab) to an analog colorimetric output. As such, RDTs enable point-of-care diagnostics without
the need for expensive equipment. Pregnancy tests are one of the most well-known types of RDTs, but RDTs
exist for many other health purposes, such as malaria [2, 33, 38], influenza [23, 48], and HIV [27, 56]. Recently,
RDTs are being developed to support convenient COVID-19 testing during the pandemic1,2 . RDTs are viable
to produce at scale, making them an inexpensive (∼$1 USD each) alternative to laboratory tests and ideal for
point-of-care medical screening [32, 53]. RDTs are often associated with community healthcare settings in lowand middle-income countries where resources and access to sophisticated testing facilities are limited, but RDTs
are used worldwide in clinics and homes as well [5, 44].
As RDTs become more commonplace, one concern is that people may misinterpret the visual results that
appear on their tests—overlooking faint lines, thinking they are seeing lines that are not actually present, or
misunderstanding the lines’ meanings [20]. A system that interprets RDTs on the user’s behalf would limit such
errors, leading to improved test accuracy and higher utility among end-users. The ability to digitally document
RDT results could also facilitate community-wide reporting, contact tracing, and surveillance networks during
disease outbreaks. The ideal system would satisfy the following requirements:
• High interpretation accuracy: The ideal system would have comparable diagnostic accuracy to an expert
directly reading the RDTs themselves. In addition, the ideal system would be consistent across settings (e.g.,
smartphone model, ambient environment). Such a system would improve the effective diagnostic accuracy
of RDTs in the field, particularly amongst novice users, while removing the potential for subjective, biased,
or rushed decision-making.
• Smartphone-only: RDTs are an attractive option for community use because all of the equipment needed
to run an RDT comes within an inexpensive kit. Introducing hardware or smartphone accessories, as past
researchers have proposed [11, 12, 22, 37, 42], hinders deployability. Roughly 45% of the global population
owns a smartphone as of April 2020 [3]. Specifically in sub-Saharan Africa, the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSMA) estimates that the fraction of people who have a SIM connection will grow from
77% in 2019 to 86% in 2025, and the fraction of those connections coming from smartphones will rise to 65%
in 2025 [19]. Therefore, requiring a smartphone does not necessarily introduce significant burden.
• Configurability to new RDT designs: Like many other products, lateral flow RDTs are produced by
manufacturers with no overarching design standard beyond having results displayed as a set of lines.
Existing smartphone-based RDT readers are catered to specific RDT brands3,4 , and a machine learning
approach would require a dataset with hundreds of images in diverse settings for model training to
accommodate new RDT designs. The ideal system would be quickly configurable so that new RDTs can be
used in response to epidemics.
1 https://cellexcovid.com/
2 https://en.wondfo.com.cn/product/wondfo-sars-cov-2-antibody-test-lateral-flow-method-2/
3 https://www.novarumdx.com/
4 http://www.albagaia.com/hydrosense-app
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With these requirements in mind, we present RDTScan, an open-source system that supports automatic RDT
detection and interpretation on smartphones. RDTScan provides real-time guidance to users so that they capture
a high-quality photograph of their completed RDT; RDTScan then analyzes that photograph to infer the RDT’s
result. RDTScan builds off of our previous work [45] by improving the robustness of our feature-based template
matching approach to RDT detection, extending our system to accommodate new RDT designs, adding new
quality assurance checks to ensure accurate interpretation across different RDT form factors, and rigorously
testing our system through multiple studies. We first evaluated our image processing pipeline in a controlled
laboratory study to demonstrate RDTScan’s ability to automatically interpret RDTs. After we established that our
pipeline could either match or exceed human interpretation capabilities, we engaged with community health
surveillance programs to deploy RDTScan in two contrasting scenarios: (1) at-home influenza testing in Australia
and (2) malaria testing by CHWs in Kenya. Participants in both studies had success capturing a high-quality
photograph of their completed RDT, reaching an overall success rate of 83.3% and 91.9% in the Australia Influenza
Study and Kenya Malaria Study, respectively. RDTScan showed comparable or slightly better interpretation
performance to that of experts. In the Australia Influenza Study, RDTScan achieved 97.5% (85.7% sensitivity,
98.7% specificity) compared to the experts and 83.6% accuracy (33.9% sensitivity, 98.4% specificity) compared
to gold-standard clinical measurements. In the Kenya Malaria Study, RDTScan achieved 96.3% accuracy (95.5%
sensitivity, 98.7% specificity) and 85.5% accuracy (92.9% sensitivity, 65.0% specificity) compared to the experts and
gold-standard clinical measurements, respectively. In summary, our research delivers the following contributions:
(1) An open-source, smartphone-based RDT interpretation system5 that achieves comparable accuracy to
experts who are experienced in RDT administration without the need for additional hardware,
(2) An in-lab validation study showing RDTScan’s interpretation accuracy across RDTs, analyte concentrations,
smartphone devices, and lighting conditions, and
(3) Two field evaluations that demonstrate the efficacy of RDTScan in vastly different settings.

2

RELATED WORK

RDTs leverage an assortment of techniques to detect medical conditions [32, 53]. Covering these techniques is out
of the scope of this work, so we instead focus on how RDTs have been incorporated into healthcare workflows
around the world. We then describe past approaches to automatic RDT interpretation, after which we discuss
object interpretation for broader object categories.

2.1

Current Practices with RDTs

RDTs are typically used in settings outside of hospital environments, namely community and primary care
settings. RDTs are popular in these areas because of their low cost, ease of use by non-lab technicians, and
portability. RDTs have been used both for illnesses that are endemic in certain low- and middle-income countries
(e.g., malaria in sub-Saharan Africa [2, 33, 38], leishmaniasis in India [50]) as well as illnesses that are clinical
priorities in high-income countries (e.g., group A streptococcus [9], influenza [54, 58], HIV [27, 56]). Some RDTs
are already seeing use for at-home testing [5, 44], and we anticipate this trend will grow as more RDTs gain
regulatory clearance.
Although RDTs are becoming increasingly user-friendly, subjective interpretation of their output leaves room
for diagnostic uncertainty and error. This topic has mostly been explored in the context of malaria RDTs. Harvey
et al. [20] observed CHWs as they administered malaria RDTs and noted that only 54% were able to correctly
interpret the test results; the most common mistakes were failures to identify faint positive lines or invalid
results. Harvey et al. found that multi-day training programs improved interpretation accuracy to 93%, but such
programs are impractical in many cases since they can take CHWs away from other responsibilities. Although
5 https://github.com/cjpark87/rdt-scan
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there have been attempts to improve procedural adherence and mitigate confusion by standardizing terminology,
labeling, and instructions across RDT manufacturers, these efforts have typically been slow to implement and
have been focused around RDTs for the same condition [25]. Our work seeks to shift interpretation burden from
novice users to an automated analysis platform while being flexible enough to accommodate new designs with
significantly less overhead than what would be required for a data-driven model.

2.2

Automated RDT Capture and Interpretation

Image interpretation is most successful when a clear image has been taken of the target object. Therefore, many
researchers have proposed standalone devices and smartphone adapters to control the imaging environment (i.e.,
ambient lighting, shadows, camera position) for automatic RDT interpretation [42]. An example of a standalone
device for this purpose is Fio’s battery-operated Deki Reader6 , which includes an internal chamber with controlled
lighting. Herrera et al. [22] compared the RDT interpretation accuracy of the Deki Reader against visual inspection
of the RDTs by experts and saw 99% concordance between the two. Mudanyali et al. [37] translated many of the
Deki Reader’s features to a smartphone-based system, utilizing an LED array and other optical components for
imaging. Targeting a less expensive solution, Dell et al. [11, 12] and Ozkan et al. [43] independently proposed the
use of plastic stands for consistent positioning between the smartphone’s camera and the RDT. Because hardware
and accessories enforce constraints on the imaging environment, the accompanying software can be highly tuned
and efficient; however, incorporating hardware imposes additional financial costs to end-users and thus reduces
the ease-of-access and ubiquity that RDTs engender in the first place. In contrast, RDTScan transfers the burden
of image quality control from hardware to software while still being mindful of on-device computational limits.
There are commercial products for automatic RDT interpretation, as well. For example, Ellume7 produces
a custom RDT cartridge with embedded sensors that can read a custom immunoassay made with fluorescent
nanoparticles. Apps like Novarum’s DX Mobile Reader3 and Albagaia’s Hydrosense app4 , on the other hand, use
computer vision to analyze lateral flow RDTs; unfortunately, there is no documentation about their algorithms or
performance because they are proprietary apps. Regardless, these products are catered to specific RDT brands, so
the underlying software can rely on design-specific features to interpret those RDTs. Our approach is unique in
that we aim to accommodate new RDT designs with a single template image and metadata, which is significantly
less overhead than the large image datasets that would be needed to support a machine learning approach.
Our prior work [45] demonstrates the first step we took towards supporting RDT interpretation: a smartphone
app that uses real-time image processing to ensure high-quality image capture. We have since improved upon
RDTScan in a few ways, including a better method for RDT detection and additional quality assurance methods
for blood and glare detection, fiducial tracking, and color-aware line interpretation. We also rigorously evaluate
our automatic result interpretation algorithm across RDTs, analyte concentrations, smartphone devices, and
lighting conditions through both an in-lab evaluation and two case studies.

2.3

Guided Media Capture

Whether a person is taking a picture of an RDT or another object, post-processing can only do so much to improve
the quality of a poorly captured image. In light of this issue, researchers have explored ways of introducing
real-time guidance for media capture in various domains. NudgeCam [6] leverages the smartphone’s inertial
sensors to track the camera’s stability and orientation. NudgeCam also assesses the video content itself, using
real-time image processing to check the overall brightness of the scene and to detect faces. EasySnap [26, 55]
provides text-to-speech audio cues to help blind and low-vision photographers take well-framed pictures. For
pictures involving people, EasySnap uses face detection to continuously monitor the size and position of the
6 http://fio.com/
7 https://www.ellumehealth.com/
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subject’s face in the photo. For pictures involving objects, the photographer can walk up to a target object so that
EasySnap can register its visual features; once the object is registered, the photographer can move away from the
object and EasySnap ensures that the object remains in view.
Guided image capture has also been created for specific object categories. One notable example is bank check
recognition for online banking8,9 . To the best of our knowledge, these apps rely on optical character recognition
to localize the consistent features of the bank check (e.g., routing number, check ID) and use those regions to infer
the remaining contents [24]. Because countries have unique bank check formats, companies often develop one
system per country [17, 18], which limits generalizability. Chen et al. [8] created an app called SmartDCap to help
people scan paper documents with a smartphone. SmartDCap continuously checks the framing and sharpness of
the document, consolidating these metrics into a score that is shown to the end-user along with audio feedback.
RDTScan builds upon these developments with a specific focus on RDTs. RDTScan performs the RDT-specific
task of result interpretation while being configurable to a variety of RDT designs. RDTScan also provides real-time,
human-readable feedback so that users can capture high-quality photographs of their RDTs and maximize the
likelihood of correct interpretation.

3

RDTSCAN DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce the standards and terminology for lateral flow RDTs—the specific subgroup of
RDTs that this work addresses. We then use this vocabulary to describe the RDTScan system. Throughout this
section, we refer to the HLS (hue-saturation-lightness) color space, which is an alternate image representation to
the standard RGB (red-green-blue). For our purposes, the HLS color space is defined as follows: H ∈ [0, 179], L ∈
[0, 255], S ∈ [0, 255].

3.1

Standards and Terminology

In a typical lateral flow test, a liquid biological sample migrates across a strip via capillary flow. The sample
first passes over a conjugate pad that holds the particles needed to create the colorimetric output (e.g., colloidal
gold, latex) and then over zones that immobilize a target antigen, antibody, or protein. As more of the target is
immobilized, visible colored lines appear to the end-user.
Lateral flow RDTs come in a variety of form factors, the two most common being cassettes and dipsticks. RDT
cassettes are activated by putting a liquid biological sample in the sample well and then adding a buffer solution to
the buffer well. RDT dipsticks are activated by mixing a biological sample with a buffer solution in a test tube and
then dipping the strip into the tube. In this work, we focus our attention on the two RDTs shown in Figure 1: (1)
AccessBio’s CareStart Malaria Pf/Pv test10 , an RDT cassette that analyzes whole blood; and (2) Quidel’s QuickVue
Influenza A+B test11 , an RDT dipstick that analyzes a nasal swab specimen.
An RDT’s results appears in the result window—the thin rectangular region where the immunoassay itself is
exposed to the user. Whenever an RDT has been activated properly, its control line will be visible to the user. Any
other lines in its result window, called test lines, indicate the presence of a target analyte. The intensity of the test
lines are a function of the biological sample’s analyte concentration; the higher the load, the more intense the
test lines will appear. The control line, on the other hand, is typically intense as long as the user administered the
RDT properly.
Lateral flow RDTs can vary by more than just their form factor. RDTs can have one or many test lines depending
on how many strains of the same pathogen they can detect. Going from left to right in Figure 1, the CareStart
RDT can show a control line and then two lines indicating the presence of different malaria parasites (Plasmodium
8 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wf.wellsfargomobile&hl=en_US
9 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.infonow.bofa&hl=en_US
10 http://www.accessbio.net/eng/products/products01_02.asp
11 https://www.quidel.com/immunoassays/rapid-influenza-tests/quickvue-influenza-test
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Fig. 1. The two RDTs evaluated in this work: (left) the CareStart Malaria Pf/Pv RDT cassette, showing a valid positive case of
Plasmodium falciparum, and (right) the QuickVue Influenza A+B RDT dipstick, showing a valid positive case of influenza A.
Table 1. The metadata required to accommodate a new RDT design with RDTScan.

Data Field
Template image
Result window corners
Line positions
Line meanings
Viewfinder scale
Fiducial locations (optional)
Line color (optional)
Line intensity (optional)

Description
A non-skewed, tightly cropped photo of the RDT
The (𝑥, 𝑦) pixel coordinates denoting the top-left and bottom-right corners of
the general region where the results will appear
The (𝑥, 𝑦) pixel coordinate denoting the center of the various lines in the RDT
The meaning of the top line (e.g., “control”, “influenza A”)
The relative height of the viewfinder compared to the screen’s height
The (𝑥, 𝑦) pixel coordinates denoting the top-left and bottom-right corners of
variable dark-colored markings that have a fixed location
The range of color hue values (H channel) expected for each of the RDT’s lines
The minimum expected difference in brightness (L channel) between the immunoassay and the lines; increasing the threshold requires a more intense line
to appear

falciparum and Plasmodium vivax). The QuickVue RDT, on the other hand, can show a control line between two
test lines for different types of influenza (A and B). The color, position, and order of these lines depend on the
manufacturer’s specifications.
The diversity of RDT designs, combined with a lack of standardized markings, makes it difficult for a single
algorithm to interpret multiple RDT designs. A data-driven algorithm would work if hundreds or thousands of
annotated images are available for each new RDT design. However, it would take significant effort and resources
to activate and photograph all of those RDTs, creating a barrier for quickly adapting such an algorithm to new RDT
designs. These challenges led to the development of RDTScan, which utilizes feature-based template matching to
accommodate new RDT designs.

3.2

Required Metadata for New RDTs

To leverage feature-based template matching, RDTScan requires a reference template image and the metadata
listed in Table 1. The template image is a photograph of an unused, unmodified RDT with as few imperfections
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as possible (i.e., no shadows or perspective skew). One way to create such an image is by taking a photograph of
the target RDT on an uncluttered background with a free document scanning app like Microsoft’s Office Lens12 .
Once the reference template image has been created, the image is loaded in an image-editing software program
(e.g., Microsoft Paint, Photoshop) to identify the rough locations of the result window and lines.
RDTScan also accepts three optional pieces of metadata to improve performance for a particular RDT. To aid
with detection, RDTScan can take advantage of fiducials—dark markers that are consistent in location, but not
appearance, across RDTs from the same manufacturer (e.g., bar codes). To aid with interpretation, RDTScan can
leverage the expected color hues of the different lines. Finally, RDTScan has a default value for the minimum
expected difference in brightness (L channel) between the lines and the background immunoassay for a positive
test result, but that parameter can be adjusted to prioritize sensitivity or specificity. The following subsections
describe how RDTScan uses the aforementioned metadata.

3.3

Detection and Quality Checking

The clearer the image of an RDT, the easier it is for an algorithm to automatically interpret the test results.
Because there is an upper limit to how much an image can be post-processed, RDTScan is designed to facilitate
high-quality image capture. In our initial work [45], we presented an early instantiation of RDTScan catered
towards a single RDT. Participants in that first deployment noted a few issues that hindered their ability to
capture a clean photograph of their RDTs, such as instances of glare, shadows, and blood appearing in the result
window. Furthermore, we ran into many challenges as we tried to apply that version of RDTScan to different RDT
designs like Quidel’s QuickVue RDT. These challenges motivated improvements to our RDT detection approach
and quality assurance checks. We summarize RDTScan’s complete functionality below.
3.3.1 Camera Configuration. One way to enforce consistency during image capture is through intelligent hardware configuration. Ambient lighting can affect the appearance of objects, so RDTScan activates the smartphone’s
flash by default as a dominant illuminator around the RDT. RDTScan also utilizes the operating system’s autofocus, auto-exposure, and auto-white-balance functions to adjust the camera’s properties with respect to the
target RDT. By default, these functions are designed for global optimization—adjusting the camera’s properties
with respect to its entire field-of-view. RDTs with a narrow aspect ratio only take up a small part of the overall
image frame, so global optimization would cater to the RDT’s background in those cases. Instead, RDTScan
enforces local optimization at the center of the camera’s field-of-view where the RDT is expected to be.
3.3.2 RDT Detection. RDTScan employs feature-based template matching to minimize the bootstrapping effort
required to locate an RDT design within an image. RDTScan first extracts unique visual features from both the
template image and the camera frame and then identifies matches between feature keypoints via brute-force.
RDTScan then uses a least-squares procedure to calculate a 3×3 homography matrix that maps the corners of the
template to an irregular quadrilateral that surrounds the RDT in the camera frame. In our prior work [45], we
used the BRISK [29] feature extractor because of its efficiency on low-end devices at a slight cost to accuracy.
However, getting an accurate homography matrix is particularly critical for dipstick RDTs since their uneven
aspect ratio leaves little room for error. In the updated version of RDTScan, we prioritize accuracy over latency
by utilizing the SIFT [30] feature extractor. SIFT is designed to be scale-invariant, which provides two benefits:
(1) it allows RDTScan to provide more accurate guidance if the size of the RDT is significantly different between
the camera frame and the template image, and (2) it allows RDTScan to downsample incoming camera frames by
×1/2 to expedite computation without significantly impacting accuracy. We further reduce computation time by
only extracting SIFT features within the middle of the screen where the viewfinder is located (see details on the
user interface in Section 3.5). These two optimizations reduce the processing time per frame by a factor of ×1/16
12 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/office-lens/9wzdncrfj3t8
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compared to using SIFT to extract feature keypoints from the entire frame. Computational complexity during
image capture is an important consideration because RDTScan analyzes video frames in real-time to provide
end-users with feedback; as computations become longer, the delay between updated feedback updates increases.
3.3.3 Quality Assurance – Exposure. Images that are dim due to underexposure or washed out due to overexposure
make it difficult to see lines in the RDT’s result window. To check the camera frame’s brightness, RDTScan
computes a histogram of the frame’s L channel. Frames are considered underexposed if the histogram’s maximum
value is less than 125, and frames are considered overexposed if at least 20% of the pixels are greater than 255.
3.3.4 Quality Assurance – Sharpness. Because the underlying lateral flow immunoassay enacts changes in line
intensity within the result window, image sharpness is the principle factor that determines whether a line will
be visible. To check that there is sufficient sharpness, RDTScan computes edge intensity variance of an image 𝐼
according to the Laplacian operator [46]:

 2
𝜕2𝐼
𝜕 𝐼
+
∀ (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐼
(1)
var(Laplacian(𝐼 )) = var
𝜕𝑥 2 𝜕𝑦 2
High variance indicates the presence of both smooth regions and intense edges, which is typical of most
focused images. However, the ideal amount of edge variance depends on the target RDT design since some are
more visually complex than others. RDTScan computes the edge variance of the template image before the app is
loaded to serve as a baseline. Because end-users are expected to position their RDT at the center of the frame
within a viewfinder, RDTScan computes the edge variance in that region for incoming frames. A frame passes
this check if its edge variance is at least 80% that of the template image.
3.3.5 Quality Assurance – Position, Size, and Orientation. Feature-based template matching can extract any affine
transformation between a template and a target image. However, imposing some standards regarding the size,
position, and orientation of the RDT in a given camera frame is important for consistent review by both humans
and software. To check these properties, the irregular quadrilateral that defines the border of the detected RDT in
the camera frame is converted to a rotated rectangle by computing the average length of opposing sides and
placing them around the center of the original shape. RDTScan checks the position, size, and orientation of the
resulting rectangle as follows:
• Position: The distance between the center of the rotated rectangle and the center of the camera frame
should be within 10% of the image height.
• Size: The area of the rotated rectangle should be close to the ideal size of the RDT in the camera frame
as dictated by the viewfinder scale parameter in the metadata. This check has a tolerance of 10% of the
camera frame’s height.
• Orientation: The angle between the rotated rectangle’s longer axis and the vertical axis of the camera
frame should be between -10° and +10°.
3.3.6 Quality Assurance – Glare. Some lateral flow tests have a clear, glossy membrane to protect the underlying
immunoassay from environmental damage. Unfortunately, this membrane can create glare on the result window
depending on the relative positions and orientations of the camera, flash, RDT, and ambient lighting during image
capture. Just as how RDTScan checks the overall illumination on the entire RDT, it also checks the brightness
histogram specifically within the result window for any clipping. As before, the result window is considered
underexposed if the histogram’s maximum value is less than 125 and overexposed if at least 20% of the pixels are
greater than 255.
3.3.7 Additional Fiducial Detection. Some RDTs, particularly dipsticks, do not have identical markings across
tests due to how they are manufactured. Quidel’s QuickVue RDTs, for example, are cut from a single sheet at an
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Fig. 2. An illustration of RDTScan’s interpretation algorithm, which leverages both the lightness (L) and hue (H) channels to
identify lines within the result window.

interval that is different than the underlying pattern. This process creates strips with the same general design
but with offset features, posing a challenge for many computer vision-based approaches. To accommodate such
designs, RDTScan can leverage fiducials in the target RDT design. RDTScan searches for these fiducials using
k-means clustering within a 5D spatial-chromatic space according to RGB color and (𝑥,𝑦)-position. We assume
k=5 for the number of clusters since most RDT designs have few unique colors. The position of the darkest cluster
is then compared against the fiducial locations specified in the metadata. Incoming camera frames pass this check
if the distance between the 𝑥-coordinates of the detected and pre-specified fiducial locations is within 50% of the
fiducial’s width and the corresponding 𝑦-coordinates are within 50% of the fiducial’s height.

3.4

Interpretation

RDTScan analyzes the result windows of captured RDTs for the presence of test and control lines. Our initial
version of RDTScan [45] relied strictly upon the L channel to identify lines, making it susceptible to false positives
from blood, shadows, or other irregularities in the result window. Below, we describe RDTScan’s interpretation
algorithm and the improvements that have been made to make it robust to such issues.
3.4.1 Result Window Crop. To isolate the result window from the rest of the image, RDTScan crops the camera
frame around the detected RDT’s bounding box and rectifies the remainder so it has the same dimensions as
the template image. The resulting image is cropped a second time according to the coordinates specified in the
metadata to highlight the RDT’s result window. In many RDT designs, the result window is sunken into the
cassette or dipstick, creating shadows along the edges; therefore, a thin border (10% of the result window’s height)
is cropped from the edges parallel to the control line to ignore those potential false positives.
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3.4.2 Result Window Enhancement. RDTScan applies image post-processing to emphasize faint lines. Techniques
like brightness histogram equalization typically work best on images that have a variety of dark and bright pixels.
RDTs tend to be mostly white, so applying equalization globally would darken most of the pixels and make
faint lines less distinctive. To avoid this issue, RDTScan uses contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE) [47] to enhance the image’s contrast on a tile-by-tile basis.
3.4.3 Presence of Blood. One common issue we saw in our prior work with blood-based RDT cassettes was that
CHWs sometimes overused or misplaced blood samples on the RDT to the point where blood would seep into
the result window and lines could not be discerned. End-users can easily recognize a bloody RDT without any
assistance, but a means of automatically identifying these cases can help rule out algorithmic false positives or
expedite manual review by back-end supervisors. To detect blood within the result window, RDTScan applies the
following filter to isolate red pixels: H ∈ [0, 10] ∪ [160, 179], L ∈ [100, 255], S ∈ [100, 255]. An RDT is deemed to
have too much blood if over 25% of the result window’s area is red.
3.4.4 RDT Result Interpretation. After cropping and enhancing the result window, RDTScan computes the
average intensity value (L channel) for each row parallel to the expected orientation of the lines themselves.
Those intensity values are plotted against their position along the result window to represent how the intensity
varies along the underlying immunoassay (Figure 2). Lines are defined as local minima that are at least 60 units
deep and cover at least 5% of the result window’s main axis. Because the metadata includes the location of the
different lines, RDTScan uses that information to both confirm line validity and to assign semantic meaning to
them. In some cases, visual noise can manifest at the line locations in a way that creates a trough in the intensity
plot. If the metadata includes the expected range of color hue values (H channel) for that line, RDTScan extracts
the average hue of the row, and lines with an average hue outside of the expected range are rejected. Otherwise,
RDTScan only checks the intensity values for result interpretation.

3.5

User Interface

Passing all of the quality assurance checks requires having vigilant end-users who are able to position their
camera in the optimal manner during image capture. As shown in Figure 3, RDTScan provides an overlay that
lies on top of a camera preview while end-users move their smartphone. This overlay includes a viewfinder with
the same aspect ratio as the target RDT design and is scaled according to the metadata provided by the developer.
RDTScan also displays a list of the quality checks that the most recently processed frame failed. By showing
all of the checks simultaneously, end-users can identify regularly occurring or concurrent issues. At the same
time, end-users may want to know what steps need to be taken to pass those checks and increase their chance
of a successful capture. RDTScan provides human-readable instructions that describe how end-users should
adjust their smartphone to capture the best image possible. Only one instruction is provided at a time, and the
instructions are prioritized to minimize user effort. The feedback order is as follows:
(1) Image brightness and shadows: Since end-users may need to change their environment to improve the
ambient lighting, these instructions are prioritized first. If the image is overexposed and the flash is on,
end-users are instructed to turn off the flash; likewise, end-users are instructed to turn on the flash if it is
off and the image is underexposed. If the image is overexposed and the flash is already off, end-users are
instructed to decrease the ambient lighting; likewise, end-users are instructed to increase ambient lighting
if the flash is already on and the image is underexposed.
(2) Blur: Image blur is often indicative of a person moving their camera, so it does not make sense to check
the other characteristics of the camera frame until the camera is back in focus. If blur is detected, RDTScan
simply notifies end-users that they should hold the phone still until the camera can refocus itself.
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Fig. 3. Screenshots of the two apps created by our collaborators using RDTScan: (left) flu@home for the Australia Influenza
Study and (right) RDT Open Reader for the Kenya Malaria Study.

(3) RDT size: If the camera is at an improper distance from the RDT, RDTScan may not have enough information to detect an accurate bounding box around the RDT to correct its other properties. RDTScan instructs
end-users to move their camera towards or away from the RDT depending on whether the RDT appears
too small or too big relative to the viewfinder.
(4) RDT position and orientation: Once the camera is at the proper height, translation and rotation suggestions are more likely to be accurate since all of the RDT’s corners will be visible and well-spaced. RDTScan
provides guidance for camera movements that are parallel to the RDT (i.e., translation and rotation) until
the RDT is aligned with the viewfinder.
(5) Glare: At this point, the position of the camera relative to the RDT should be nearly optimal. However,
glare can be created by the flash or ambient lighting due to the angle of the camera relative to those light
sources. If glare is detected, RDTScan instructs end-users to slightly tilt their smartphone at an angle until
the glare disappears.
Once the current camera frame passes all of the quality checks, RDTScan automatically stores the image and
advances so that the user does not have explicitly capture the photograph.

4

IN-LAB EVALUATION

Before we released RDTScan, we tested our interpretation algorithm in a controlled lab environment. This
evaluation examined our algorithm’s limit-of-detection: the lowest analyte concentration level at which a positive
result can still be recovered from the RDT. We compared the limit-of-detection across different RDTs, analyte
concentrations, smartphones, and lighting conditions according to three interpretation methods: inspection of
the RDT directly, inspection of the RDT image, and automatic interpretation.
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Table 2. A comparison of the four different interpretation methods for the (left) QuickVue and (right) QuickVue RDTs. Each
box indicates the variance across lighting conditions. The horizontal lines indicate the limit-of-detection for the different
interpretation methods.
CareStart
QuickVue
Dilution

DIRECT_READ

1:1
1:10
1:100
1:200
1:400
1:600
1:800
1:1000
0:1 (control)

4.1

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
–
–

IMAGE_READ
16/16
16/16
8/16
4/16
4/16
0/16
0/16
0/16
0/16

ENHANCED_IMAGE_READ
16/16
16/16
12/16
12/16
4/16
4/16
0/16
0/16
0/16

ALGO_READ
16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
9/16
0/16
0/16

Dilution
1:1
1:5
1:10
1:20
1:40
1:60
1:80
1:100
1:200–1:1000
0:1 (control)

DIRECT_READ

IMAGE_READ

ENHANCED_IMAGE_READ

ALGO_READ

+
+
+
+
+
+
–
–
–
–

16/16
16/16
14/16
6/16
4/16
0/16
0/16
0/16
0/80
0/16

16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
10/16
6/16
0/16
0/16
0/80
0/16

16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
16/16
8/16
0/16
0/40
0/16

Procedure

Three researchers with experience in administering RDTs created two dilution series using analyte proxies for
the RDTs that would eventually be used in our case studies: malaria Pv/Pf protein mixed with deionized water
for the Carestart RDTs and extracted influenza A protein for the QuickVue RDTs. The sample-to-buffer ratios for
the CareStart series spanned 1:1–1:200, whereas the QuickVue series spanned 1:1–1:1000. These ranges were
empirically selected so that a spectrum of line intensities would be created. To account for possible variables in
the manufacturing of the immunoassays, the researchers used each analyte concentration to activate two RDTs.
The researchers also activated two RDTs without any analyte to serve as negative controls.
The researchers first interpreted the physical tests under white fluorescent ambient lighting (DIRECT_READ).
The researchers then took photos of the RDTs using an app built with RDTScan on two smartphones: a Google
Pixel 1 and a Samsung Galaxy S8. The researchers took photos with both smartphones under four lighting sources:
fluorescent light, warm white LED (2700 K), cool white LED (5000 K), and ambient light (distant fluorescent +
sunlight). The automatic interpretation decisions returned by RDTScan were saved as the algorithm readings
(ALGO_READ). The captured images were saved and then pushed through RDTScan’s detection and interpretation
pipeline up until contrast enhancement to generate an enhanced image of the result window.
Later that day, the same three researchers interpreted the RDT results in the unmodified photographs
(IMAGE_READ) so that it could be understood how much information was lost during the image capture process alone. After that, the researchers interpreted the enhanced images that were produced by RDTScan
(ENHANCED_IMAGE_READ). For each interpretation method, the RDTs were shuffled and the researchers made
their decisions independently to avoid any biases. At the end of this process, the researcher’s decisions were
aggregated using majority consensus to form a single decision per RDT and per interpretation method.
To summarize, the four interpretation methods in order of increasing digitization and automation are DIRECT_READ,
IMAGE_READ, ENHANCED_IMAGE_READ, and ALGO_READ. For each RDT brand, there were 2 DIRECT_READs, 16
IMAGE_READs (2 trials × 2 smartphones × 4 lighting conditions), 16 ENHANCED_IMAGE_READs, and 16 ALGO_READs.

4.2

Results

Inter-rater reliability was moderate amongst the three researchers according to Fleiss’ kappa (𝜅 = 0.69) [28].
Table 2 compares the four different interpretation methods. Note that for all interpretation methods, the same
decisions were reached for two RDTs at the same concentration. We consider DIRECT_READ to be the baseline for
our analysis since the reported limits-of-detection for both tests are inapplicable to the analyte proxies we used.
We compare interpretation methods using McNemar’s test [35] when there is a sufficient number of samples to do
so (e.g., at least 25 samples with different results from the two methods); otherwise, we use an exact binomial test.
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Fig. 4. The magnitude of the intensity troughs that were measured by RDTScan across the different concentrations. The
results are split according to RDT brand (rows) and smartphone models (columns). The variance within each bar aggregates
the results across different lighting conditions. Note that the horizontal axes are not to scale given that the respective tests
have different sensitivities. Images on the x-axis are examples of contrast enhanced result lines used for interpretation.

For the QuickVue RDT, IMAGE_READ performed worse than DIRECT_READ (𝜒 2 (1) = 54.018, 𝑝 < .001), highlighting
the fact that camera sensors can diminish small details during digitization. ENHANCED_IMAGE_READ was also worse
than DIRECT_READ (𝜒 2 (1) = 46.021, 𝑝 < .001) but outperformed IMAGE_READ (𝐵𝑖𝑛(24, 0.5) = 0.000, 𝑝 < .001).
Contrast enhancement emphasized subtle details, which lowered the limit-of-detection and increased sensitivity.
ALGO_READ performed comparably to DIRECT_READ (𝐵𝑖𝑛(8, 0.5) = 0.000, 𝑛.𝑠.), showing that the combination of
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contrast enhancement and an automated peak-finding algorithm were able to overcome the information that was
lost when the RDT was converted into an image.
The different interpretation methods were more similar to one another for the CareStart RDT. As before,
ENHANCED_IMAGE_READ detected more positive cases than IMAGE_READ (𝐵𝑖𝑛(24, 0.5) = 1.000, 𝑝 < 0.01). ALGO_READ
was able to detect lower concentrations than DIRECT_READ, although not to a statistically significant degree
(𝐵𝑖𝑛(8, 0.5) = 0.000, 𝑛.𝑠.). One might argue that the ALGO_READ positive results at the 1:80 dilution could have
been RDTScan misinterpreting image noise as a line that was not actually present. If that was the case, however,
RDTScan would have also produced positive results at even lower dilutions. Therefore, it is more likely that
RDTScan was able to detect lines that researchers missed on the CareStart RDTs.
Figure 4 shows a box plot of the intensity differences at the RDTs’ test line locations. As a reminder, RDTScan
detects lines that have a trough depth greater than 60 units. The variance of the boxes captures the different
trough depths that were measured across lighting conditions. As expected, the trough depth was large when
the analyte concentration was high, and the depth decreased at lower concentration. Contrast enhancement
not only significantly increased the trough depths to make faint lines visible, but also increased the resolution
between different concentrations. In fact, contrast enhancement increased the trough depth of the negative
controls since it intensified visual noise on the surface of the immunoassay. To avoid potentially classifying these
cases as diagnostic positives, RDTScan’s interpretation algorithm checks trough width (and potentially hue)
to distinguish real lines from noise. There were no statistically significant differences in ALGO_READ decisions
across the different lighting conditions or RDTs with the same concentration, as illustrated by the low variances
in Figure 4. This result demonstrates the robustness of RDTScan across environments without the need for
accessories or hardware.

5

FIELD EVALUATIONS

Although controlled lab testing was instrumental for characterizing RDTScan’s interpretation limits, it only
represents the upper limits of RDTScan’s performance in the field. RDTScan automates much of the quality
control process during image capture, but the fact that researchers with RDT image capture experience handled
the smartphones during that study would be assumed to boost the quality of each image. Furthermore, analyte
concentrations in a biological sample vary depending on the duration of the infection, the severity of the infection,
the site from which the sample was taken, etc. Therefore, deploying RDTScan was the best way to assess its
performance in real-world settings.
In this section, we present two field evaluations: at-home influenza testing in Australia and in-clinic malaria
testing in Kenya. For each deployment, we describe how our collaborators modified RDTScan for their needs, the
demographics and context of the participants, the study procedures, and the performance of RDTScan itself.

5.1

Australia Influenza Study

5.1.1 Motivation & Context. Influenza causes seasonal epidemics and occasional pandemics that impact the
entire world. As with many other infectious diseases, it is believed that early detection can reduce transmission
and improve the outcomes of patients who are at higher risk of complications [7]. At-home influenza testing could
reduce the need for patients to travel to a healthcare facility for diagnosis confirmation, enhance the efficiency of
healthcare delivery during busy influenza seasons, and even reduce the risk of transmission during a pandemic.
In most countries, there are currently no diagnostic tests for influenza that have regulatory approval for use
by untrained individuals outside of clinical settings. We partnered with a group of clinicians and smartphone
app developers who were interested in assessing the potential efficacy of Quidel’s QuickVue RDT for at-home
influenza testing in Australia, where there are an estimated 310,000 general practitioner consultations and 18,000
hospital admissions related to influenza each year [40].
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5.1.2 Study App Integration. The existing study protocol included a smartphone app called fluhome (Figure 3,
left) for an optional home-testing component to a broader study on the spread of influenza in Australia. Our
collaborators wanted their app to help participants take a clean photo of their QuickVue RDT so that the test’s
results could be compared to a clinical gold-standard with minimal reporting errors. There was great interest in
the possibility of using an app for automatic interpretation to eventually remove that element of human error;
however, there were ethical concerns about showing those results to end-users without regulatory approval.
Therefore, their app ran RDTScan’s automatic interpretation algorithm in the background and uploaded the
resulting decision and image to a back-end server without showing the results to the end-users.
To mitigate participant frustration and ensure that RDTScan did not significantly impact the rest of the study
protocol, we added a 30-second timeout for RDTScan within the fluhome app. The app automatically advanced
if RDTScan did not successfully detect the participant’s RDT during that time, regardless of whether the issue
was due to human error or RDTScan’s inability to detect the RDT. During pilot testing, we found that RDTScan
occasionally had issues detecting the QuickVue RDT due to its thin and inconsistent design. Therefore, we utilized
the optional fiducial checking step to ensure proper detection.
5.1.3 Deployment Site and Participants. Study participants were recruited from clinics participating in the Australian Sentinel Practices Research Network (ASPREN)13 . Clinics within ASPREN share de-identified information
on influenza-like illness and other infectious disease conditions as part of national surveillance efforts in Australia
each year. Adult patients who visited a clinic participating in ASPREN while exhibiting influenza-like symptoms
were invited by their general practitioner (GP) to participate in the study. Details about the study can be found in
the protocol published by Lyon et al. [31]. In total, 299 participants enrolled in study (196 female, 103 male) with
an average age of 41 ± 13.9 years.
5.1.4 Procedure. The study was conducted from July 2019 to February 2020; although the typical influenza season
in Australia covers these same months, the peak of that particular season happened in July [21]. GPs obtained nasal
swabs from participants during clinic visits, which were sent to a reference laboratory for reverse transcription
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR), serving as the gold-standard indicator of influenza status
(PCR_RESULT). Participants who opted into the home-testing protocol were then sent home with a custom kit
that included the materials needed to operate Quidel’s QuickVue RDT and a link to download fluhome on
their smart-device (Android or iOS smartphone or tablet). Participants were asked by their GP to complete the
RDT using the instructions provided in the app. After completing the RDT, participants used the app to take a
photograph of the dipstick. In the app, participants completed a survey to indicate if they saw a blue control
line on their dipstick, as well as any red or pink test lines on their QuickVue RDT (DIRECT_READ). Usability was
measured according to capture success rate within the 30-second timeout and the average capture time when
participants had a successful capture. The captured images were analyzed in the background using RDTScan
(ALGO_READ), and they were also later reviewed by an independent researcher who underwent a half-day training
session on RDT interpretation to serve as a bronze-standard (EXPERT_IMAGE_READ).
5.1.5 Results: Usability. Table 3 summarizes the usability metrics across different platforms and age groups.
Overall, participants were successful 83.3% of the time in capturing an image of their RDT using RDTScan within
the 30-second timeout. When participants had a successful capture, they typically did so in under 10 seconds.
Capture success rate was significantly higher amongst iOS users than Android users (𝜒 2 (1) = 7.598, 𝑝 < .01), and
capture time was significantly lower (𝑡 (245) = −3.161, 𝑝 < .01) for iOS users. Although there may be confounding
factors due to the typical demographics of Android and iOS users, we hypothesize that this can be partly attributed
to the processing power of the operating systems themselves. SIFT operations are roughly 4× slower on Android
than on iOS [10], and Android throttles the CPU more aggressively than iOS; together, these differences cause
13 http://www.aspren.com.au/
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Table 3. A summary of RDTScan’s usability during the Australia Influenza Study. Capture success rate quantifies how often
participants were able to use RDTScan to get a high-quality photograph of their RDT within the 30-second timeout, while
capture time measures the average time it for a successful capture.

Mobile OS

N

Capture Success Rate

Capture Time (s)

175
124

88.0%
75.8%

8.73
11.52

Age

N

Capture Success Rate

Capture Time (s)

≤ 29
30–39
40–49
50–59
≥ 60

71
65
53
52
34

90.1%
96.9%
81.1%
72.6%
58.8%

9.06
9.71
9.56
10.62
11.00

Total

299*

83.3%

9.77

iOS
Android

*A total of 275 participants reported their age, while the rest chose to not disclose that information.

a lower effective frame rate on Android and thus fewer cycles for real-time feedback. Furthermore, there is a
broader diversity of Android device specifications, some of which are far inferior to the typical iPhone for the sake
of lower prices. There were also noteworthy differences in capture performance between age groups. The capture
success rate amongst participants under the age of 40 was greater than 90%, whereas the older participants had
far more difficulties. We suspect that younger participants had more success using RDTScan because of their
greater familiarity with smartphones and camera-based apps.
5.1.6 Results: Accuracy. A total of 249 images passed all of RDTScan’s quality checks and were subsequently
interpreted. Five of those images had inconclusive results, meaning that no control line appeared within the result
window. For the remaining 244 images, we compared ALGO_READ against EXPERT_IMAGE_READ and PCR_RESULT.
Table 4 shows the confusion matrices for both comparisons. When compared against the bronze-standard
EXPERT_IMAGE_READ, RDTScan achieved 97.5% accuracy (sensitivity = 85.7%, specificity = 98.7%). When compared
against the gold-standard PCR_RESULT, RDTScan achieved 83.6% accuracy (sensitivity = 33.9%, specificity = 98.4%).
In evaluating how the other RDT interpretation methods compared to PCR_RESULT, DIRECT_READ had 76.6%
accuracy (sensitivity = 35.2%, specificity = 91.2%), while EXPERT_IMAGE_READ had 82.6% accuracy (sensitivity =
32.9%, specificity = 100%). RDTScan demonstrated better accuracy than the novice end-users (𝜒 2 (1) = 28.195, 𝑝 <
.001) and comparable accuracy to the expert (𝐵𝑖𝑛(14, 0.5) = 6.000, 𝑛.𝑠.) when those readings were compared to
PCR_RESULT. RDTScan and the other RDT interpretation methods had poor sensitivity when compared to the
gold-standard. PCR_RESULT was generated from nasal swabs collected by trained GPs, whereas the other three
readings were generated from self-obtained nasal swabs that were collected by the study participants a few days
later. Therefore, the low sensitivity of the QuickVue RDT can be attributed to poor swabbing technique, lower
viral load at the time of testing, or improper RDT administration at home. Even when all of the instructions
have been properly followed, researchers have witnessed low sensitivity with the QuickVue RDT. For instance,
Agoritsas et al. [1] found that QuickVue RDTs had a sensitivity of 78% in a study where nasal swabs were collected
from pediatric patients by research nurses. With our collaborator’s study design, we are unable to separate out
swabbing and test sensitivity issues.
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Table 4. Confusion matrices showing the performance of RDTScan against (left) expert interpretation of RDT images and
(right) RT-qPCR for the Australia Influenza Study. As points of comparison, DIRECT_READ and EXPERT_IMAGE_READ achieved
76.6% and 82.6% accuracy when compared to PCR_RESULT, respectively.

ALGO_READ
Pos (+)
Neg (–)

EXPERT_IMAGE_READ
Pos (+)
Neg (–)

ALGO_READ

18
3

3
220

PPV = 85.7%
NPV = 98.7%

SNS =
85.7%

SPC =
98.7%

ACC =
97.5%

Pos (+)
Neg (–)

PCR_RESULT
Pos (+) Neg (–)
19
37

3
185

PPV = 86.4%
NPV = 83.3%

SNS =
33.9%

SPC =
98.4%

ACC =
83.6%

SNS = sensitivity, SPC = specificity, ACC = accuracy, PPV = positive predictive value, NPV = negative predictive value

5.2

Kenya Malaria Study

5.2.1 Motivation & Context. The World Health Organization estimates that there were 228 million cases of
malaria in 2018 [57]. Malaria is endemic to many regions that have limited resources [16], so populations within
those regions rely on community health workers (CHWs) to serve their healthcare needs. CHWs often travel
from patient-to-patient, making RDTs a convenient point-of-care solution for malaria diagnosis. CHWs can have
competing demands on their time, leading to occasional mistakes and rushed decisions [49]. We partnered with a
Kenya-based software company who wanted to support CHWs in the field during their malaria testing duties
with the CareStart RDT.
5.2.2 Study App Integration. The protocol for this deployment included a smartphone app called RDT Open
Reader, which is designed to provide CHWs with instructions as they administer CareStart RDTs. Similar to the
Australia Influenza Study, RDTScan was used to document RDT completion and the automatic interpretation
results were hidden from the CHWs. We applied the same 30-second timeout to ensure that RDTScan did not
significantly impact CHWs’ typical workflow. Pilot testing revealed that our detection algorithm was sufficient
for detecting the CareStart RDT without incorporating any of the optional checks (e.g., fiducials, line hues).
5.2.3 Deployment Site and Participants. The study was conducted at a health clinic in Kilifi, Kenya from December
2019 to March 2020. Six CHWs (5 male, 1 female) were responsible for administering RDTs and using the RDT
Open Reader app (Figure 3, right). All of the CHWs had at least ten years of job experience, which included
administering and interpreting RDTs. One CHW was in their 40s, while the rest were in their 30s. The CHWs
shared four smartphones that were provided by the clinic: an Oppo A3s, an Infinix Hot 7, a Samsung Galaxy
A10s, and a TECNO Pouvior 3 Air.
5.2.4 Procedure. Participating CHWs were trained to use the RDT Open Reader app during two half-day training
sessions in a classroom setting, a half-day session in the field, and then a half-day refresher course a few days
later. The CHWs were instructed to use the app whenever they provided services to patients presenting with
malaria-like symptoms. After administering a CareStart RDT, the CHWs used the app to capture a photograph
of it. The CHWs were not consistently supervised to avoid disrupting their duties. The CHWs administered
and inspected RDTs in various location in clinic due to the mixed use of facilities, which means that the CHWs
interacted with RDTScan in various lighting conditions and background settings. The CHWs were asked to record
their interpretation of the physical RDT (DIRECT_READ), which was later compared to the results of RDTScan
(ALGO_READ) and whole blood samples that were later processed through RT-qPCR (PCR_RESULT). Similar to the
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Table 5. A summary of RDTScan’s usability during the Kenya Malaria Study. Capture success rate quantifies how often
participants were able to use RDTScan to get a high-quality photograph of their RDT within the 30-second timeout, while
capture time measures the average time it took for a successful capture.

Smartphone Models

N

Capture Success Rate

Capture Time (s)

Oppo A3s
Infinix Hot 7
Samsung Galaxy A10s
TECNO Pouvoir 3 Air

120
38
113
62

99.2%
63.2%
90.3%
96.8%

8.54
10.99
6.95
9.12

Total

332

90.4%

8.38

Austrialia Flu Study, usability was measured according to capture success rate within the 30-second timeout and
the average capture time for a successful capture.
5.2.5 Results: Usability. Table 5 summarizes capture performance across different smartphone models. Since
CHWs shared smartphones within the clinic and they were often under considerable time pressure to perform
their duties, we were unable to separate usability measures between individuals. Overall, the six CHWs were
successful 90.4% of the time in capturing an image of their RDT using RDTScan within the 30-second timeout.
When the CHWs had a successful capture, they typically did so in around 8.3 seconds. The CHWs had the least
success with the Infinix Hot 7 smartphone (𝜒 2 (1) = 47.131, 𝑝 < .001), which can be attributed to its inferior
processing power relative to the other devices (1.3 GHz vs. 1.8–2.0 GHz CPU). In fact, when the smartphone
models are sorted according to their processing power, that ordering aligns with the ranking of average capture
time. As mentioned before, lower processing power results in a slower effective frame rate, which leads to fewer
opportunities for user feedback. The Infinix Hot 7 also does not fully support Android’s Camera2 API, but rather
legacy support for camera hardware control. This limited support could have affected RDTScan’s ability to adjust
the exposure and focus while the CHWs captured images using the Infinix Hot 7 phone.
5.2.6 Results: Accuracy. A total of 300 images passed all of RDTScan’s quality checks and were subsequently
interpreted. Due to mismatches between RDTs that were successfully captured using RDTScan and samples that
could be processed by RT-qPCR, 228 images were used for comparison between ALGO_READ and PCR_RESULT.
Table 6 shows the confusion matrices for both comparisons. When compared to DIRECT_READ, RDTScan achieved
96.3% accuracy (sensitivity = 95.5%, specificity = 98.7%). When compared against PCR_RESULT, RDTScan achieved
85.5% accuracy (sensitivity = 92.9%, specificity = 65.0%). As a point of comparison, DIRECT_READ compared against
PCR_RESULT had 84.6% accuracy (sensitivity = 93.5%, specificity = 60.0%). RDTScan demonstrated comparable
accuracy to the CHWs (𝐵𝑖𝑛(4, 0.5) = 1.000, 𝑛.𝑠.). There were 3 false positive cases when the CHWs saw lines that
did not exist according to PCR_RESULT. RDTScan was able to correctly interpret these cases as true negatives,
showing that RDTScan may be particularly helpful in situations when clinical personnel are asked to administer
many RDTs under time pressure. Similar to the QuickVue RDT, the CareStart RDT had significantly lower
specificity relative to RT-qPCR. Unlike in the Australia Influenza Study, however, the CHWs had far more
experience administering RDTs than the first-time end-users. Instead, the discrepancy may be due to the fact
that RT-qPCR is a molecular-based technique that undergoes stages of processing to detect the presence of the
pathogen genome, while the RDT mainly works to detect immune reactive elements like antigens. Most of the
false positives between ALGO_READ and PCR_RESULT had clearly visible test lines, so the CareStart RDT itself
may have had low specificity. Similar findings have been reported in previous work [39, 51], which found that
CareStart RDTs have a specificity around 80% in the field.
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Table 6. Confusion matrices showing the performance of RDTScan against (left) expert interpretation of RDT images and
(right) RT-qPCR for the Kenya Malaria Study. As a point of comparison, DIRECT_READ achieved 84.6% accuracy when
compared to PCR_RESULT.

ALGO_READ
Pos (+)
Neg (–)

DIRECT_READ
Pos (+) Neg (–)

ALGO_READ

212
10

1
77

PPV = 99.5%
NPV = 88.5%

SNS =
95.5%

SPC =
98.7%

ACC =
96.3%

Pos (+)
Neg (–)

PCR_RESULT
Pos (+) Neg (–)
156
12

21
39

PPV = 73.7%
NPV = 88.2%

SNS =
92.9%

SPC =
65.0%

ACC =
85.5%

SNS = sensitivity, SPC = specificity, ACC = accuracy, PPV = positive predictive value, NPV = negative predictive value

5.3

Comparison across the Two Case Studies

The two case studies were conducted in vastly different situations, cultures, and environments. In this section,
we highlight some of the insights that can be gleaned from comparing and contrasting the studies, and we also
talk about some of the protocol decisions that may guide future deployments of RDTScan.
5.3.1 RDT Form Factor. The robustness of our RDT detection approach depends on the appearance of consistent
visual keypoints around the result window. Template images with an even aspect ratio (i.e., as wide as they are
tall) are less susceptible to localization errors since they are more likely to have keypoints surrounding the result
window. As such, the initial version of RDTScan was able to support the CareStart RDT because of the unique
lettering and markings throughout its design. The thin and inconsistent design of the QuickVue RDT, on the
other hand, posed greater challenges. We overcame these issues by introducing the notion of fiducial detection in
RDTScan (Section 3.3.7), but the lower capture success rate we observed in the Australia Flu Study may still be
partly attributable to the QuickVue RDT’s design. The contrasting form factors also highlighted the utility of
different functions supported by RDTScan. Blood can seep into the result window of the CareStart RDT if it is
not administered properly, and glare can appear on the result window because of the glossy film that protects its
result window. In the Kenya Malaria Study, RDTScan correctly rejected 15 images because of blood and 6 images
because of glare, and none of the remaining images had enough blood or glare to obscure results. Meanwhile, the
use of color information to validate control and test lines played a critical role in avoiding false positives since
RDT detection was less robust for the QuickVue RDTs.
5.3.2 Usability-Accuracy Tradeoff. The guiding principle of RDTScan is that the higher the quality of the
RDT image being analyzed, the more accurate RDTScan can be with automatic interpretation results. In other
words, loose quality checks lead to better usability and lower accuracy, while tight quality checks lead to worse
usability and higher accuracy. We arrived at the thresholds described in this paper through our prior work [45]
and conversations with our collaborators about their slight preference for high accuracy over usability. Both
studies used the same settings when possible to avoid further confounds in evaluating RDTScan. In a real-world
deployment, however, the prioritization of usability versus accuracy depends on the context in which RDTScan
is being used. For example, developers may want to prioritize accuracy when RDTScan is being used as the sole
mechanism for diagnosis. On the other hand, developers may want to prioritize usability if RDTScan is being
used as a screening tool to identify individuals in a diverse population who need a more expensive clinical test.
Space precluded us from presenting a complete grid search of the numerous thresholds and quality checks within
RDTScan, and their impact on the user experience, so we leave that to future work. However, researchers and
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developers may want to explore adaptive settings for RDTScan’s quality checks so that they become less strict
over time. The 30-second timeout implemented in both study apps is an extreme case of an adaptive setting,
removing all quality checks at the end of the timer for the sake of capturing a picture.
5.3.3 Experience. In our prior work [45], we found that CHWs became more adept at using RDTScan over time.
Participants in the Australia Flu Study only used RDTScan once, while the CHWs in the Kenya Malaria Study
used RDTScan multiple times; the practice that CHWs’ gained from repeatedly using RDTScan may explain
the superior usability results in the latter study. Beyond people’s familiarity with RDTScan, familiarity with
smartphones in general also could have driven the differences we saw in usability metrics. Studies have shown
that the elderly face many obstacles when learning new features on their smartphones [4, 34], and our results
from the Australia Flu Study reveal that younger participants had better success using RDTScan than older
participants.

5.4

Comparison to Previous Version of RDTScan

The deployment from our prior work (Mali Malaria Study) was similar to the Kenya Malaria Study. Although
the studies involved different RDT brands, both were conducted in sub-Saharan Africa with CHWs as study
participants. Furthermore, the CHWs in both studies used low-end smartphones to capture cassette-based RDTs.
In light of these similarities, RDTScan’s improved RDT detection algorithm led to significantly better usability
statistics in the more recent study. The capture success rate rose from 67% to 90.4%, and the average capture
time went down from 14.3 seconds to 8.38 seconds. The interpretation accuracy metrics were much more similar
across the two studies. The original version of RDTScan had 98.7% accuracy relative to expert readings in the Mali
Malaria Study. Meanwhile, the updated version of RDTScan had 96.3% accuracy. The slight reduction in accuracy
could be attributed to the fact that the baseline for the Mali Malaria Study came from the consensus of two lab
technicians, while the baseline for the Kenya Malaria Study came from one of six CHWs. For a fairer comparison,
we re-ran the original RDTScan interpretation algorithm on the images from the Kenya Malaria Study. We
found that the original algorithm would have accepted 21 images that were rejected by the updated version of
RDTScan—6 because of glare and 15 because of blood. By letting those images be interpreted, the original version
of RDTScan would have been 6.3% less accurate. We also compared the two versions of RDTScan’s interpretation
algorithm on the images from the Australia Flu Study. The updated version of RDTScan uses color information
to validate interpretation results, which led to a 7.4% accuracy improvement from the previous version. This
performance boost came from improving RDTScan’s ability to localize the QuickVue RDT in 18 cases.

6

DISCUSSION

RDTs have already made significant impact on healthcare diagnostics because of their low cost and relevant
application to various medical conditions and diseases. As RDTs become approved for use by broader populations,
their roles will likely expand even further. We believe that RDTScan will significantly contribute to the expanding
role of RDTs, but there is more research to be done to this end. Below, we describe the limitations of our approach
and potential areas of future exploration.

6.1

Expanding RDTScan to New RDT Designs

We chose to use feature-based template matching for RDT detection because it requires a single template image
and some simple metadata for each new RDT design. Although this requirement has significantly less overhead
than the large datasets needed to support a machine learning model, our approach is not optimal in all cases.
In order to accurately localize an RDT, RDTScan relies on the assumption that unique visual keypoints occur
naturally in RDT designs (e.g., logos, labels, and arrows). To assess the validity of this assumption, we conducted
an informal study to determine if RDTScan could reliably detect RDTs from other manufacturers. The images of
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the RDTs we examined for this informal study can be found in Appendix A. We applied RDTScan’s detection
algorithm to RDTs from two lists curated by major health agencies—one by the World Health Organization for
malaria RDTs [41] and one by the Centers for Disease Control for influenza RDTs [14]. Out of the 12 RDTs in those
lists, 10 were cassettes and 2 were dipsticks. RDTScan was able to detect 8 of the 10 cassettes, all without the need
for fiducial checking; both failure cases were blank white cassettes without any lettering or logos. Thresholding
an image based on the cassette’s color would be the simplest way of handling such RDT designs, but that would
also require end-users to capture their RDT on a distinct background. RDTScan was able to detect both of the
dipsticks provided that fiducial checking was enabled. We also examined 3 more pregnancy test dipsticks and
found that RDTScan was able to support all of them with fiducial checking. As an alternative to fiducial checking,
we considered leveraging multiple templates to cover the range of possible markings; however, that approach
would have incurred significantly more computation per frame and thus would have affected the user experience.
A data-driven recognition model may eventually become the ideal approach to RDT detection if RDT designs
become more diverse and deep learning on smartphones becomes more computationally efficient. Training such
a model will require a large training dataset of RDT images, so we hope that RDTScan can accelerate the creation
of such datasets in the future.

6.2

Supporting Developers

RDTScan5 is publicly available as an open-source codebase, and we have witnessed other global health organizations utilize and extend RDTScan to suit their needs since its release. Most notably, we have seen organizations
leverage RDTScan for COVID-19 RDTs that are being developed worldwide. Because such RDTs are being actively
developed and evaluated, one organization is using RDTScan to support the automatic interpretation of 10
different brands of COVID-19 RDTs. RDTScan’s ability to rapidly accommodate new RDT designs without the
need for extensive data collection has been critical to this end.
Beyond the fact that incorporating RDTScan into a smartphone app requires mobile programming experience,
using RDTScan also requires familiarity with tools that would enable a person to extract metadata for their target
RDT. These tools include a mobile scanner app (e.g., Microsoft Lens) and a photo editing program (e.g., Microsoft
Paint), both of which can be downloaded for free. Using these tools does not require programming experience
since they have GUIs, and we include detailed instructions on this process for future developers on the RDTScan
website. We were able to coach project managers in our case studies to generate this metadata for themselves
within a phone call. Nevertheless, we recognize that a smoother process for expanding RDTScan to new RDT
designs would make RDTScan even easier for developers to use. We envision a software tool that could help
developers more easily extract metadata from their template RDT image, whether through a domain-specific
user interface or automatic image analysis. The automatic image analysis approach would share many of the
same characteristics as RDTScan’s interpretation algorithm, but the tool would be able to take advantage of
assumptions about the template to make the analysis easier, such as the fact that all of the lines will be activated.

6.3

Standards for RDT Design

Because the concept of RDTs predates that of computer vision, RDTs are not typically designed with image
processing in mind. After demonstrating that an unmodified smartphone can be used to improve the effective
accuracy of their product in the field, we have begun to collaborate with RDT manufacturers to create a standard
RDT design that is optimized for image processing. This prototypical RDT design includes a flat, wide cassette
that minimizes shadows and provides sufficient tolerance for RDT localization. To eliminate the need of an RDT
template image, our RDT prototype includes consistent fiducials at each corner of the cassette to simplify the
detection of the RDT’s edges, similar to what is done with the detection of QR codes [13]. In fact, we envision
each RDT can be printed with a QR code that includes the same metadata needed to initialize RDTScan, such as
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the location and meaning of the different lines along the result window. A thick colored border around the edge
of the RDT is included for further correcting any errors in result window localization. Finally, our prototype
also includes color references so that the effects of ambient lighting can be removed through color-calibration.
RDTScan would still have useful functionality for an RDT with all of these features, such as its result interpretation
algorithm and many of its quality assurance checks.

6.4

RDT Procedure Controls

RDTScan only checks the end result of the RDT, but that result is the culmination of an entire procedure that often
goes unchecked. RDTs are prone to many procedural errors: the use of expired tests, sampling and handling errors
of the biological sample, and improper fluid usage, to name a few [15, 20]. Some health organizations have used
periodic supervision [36] and training programs [20] to educate their workforce on proper RDT administration,
but such measures are only possible for repeated RDT users like CHWs. Instead, we believe that image processing
and computer vision can be used as a proxy supervisor of the RDT procedure. For example,
• Optical character recognition can be used to confirm that the expiration date has not passed,
• Color blob detection can be used to check that enough blood has been drawn into a capillary tube, and
• Optical flow can be used to ensure that the user has swirled their nasal swab in a tube for enough time.
Implementing procedural controls will incur additional power consumption on the smartphone, so adding these
checks will require a balance of utility and simplicity.

6.5

RDTScan’s Long-Term Efficacy

We demonstrated that RDTScan provides accurate image capture and interpretation performance when used by
people with varying levels of technological and clinical expertise. However, many solutions that rely on mobile
apps to address human-centered issues (e.g., health, finance, education) have failed due to the complexity of
workflows and relationships, particularly in low- and middle-income settings [52]. Longitudinal deployments in
which people are shown the automatic results generated by RDTScan would be needed to assess how RDTScan
could be integrated into people’s workflows and the level of trust that people are willing to place in an automated
system like RDTScan. As a direction of future work, we plan on deploying RDTScan within community health
clinics and using both naturalistic observations and interviews to capture people’s experience with the system.

7

CONCLUSION

RDTs are becoming an increasingly popular option for point-of-care medical testing. To complement this trend
in healthcare, we have created a mobile system that enables RDT detection and interpretation with a smartphone.
We demonstrated that template-based feature matching is a feasible approach to RDT interpretation, and we
argue that our approach is easier to scale to new RDT designs than a data-driven one. We also showed that
RDTScan provides interpretation accuracy levels that are comparable to experts reading the RDTs themselves,
opening the door to new workflows for at-home and in-clinic scenarios, particularly in low-resource settings.
RDTScan is an open-source library, so we encourage public health organizations to utilize our system for their
RDT-related needs. We anticipate that RDTScan can reveal novel insights and support new systems in public
health, and we hope that this work inspires engineers and researchers to create software libraries that support
the interpretation of other analog devices.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Configurability Test with Other RDTs
To assess the extent to which RDTScan can be configured to new RDT designs, we examined whether RDTScan
could reliably detect a range of RDT products not covered in our case studies. We generated the list of RDTs for
this study by combining two lists curated by major health agencies—one by the World Health Organization for
malaria RDTs [41] and one by the Centers for Disease Control for influenza RDTs [14]. After finding that the
lists had very few dipstick RDTs (9 cassettes vs. 2 dipsticks), we added 3 additional dipsticks that are used for
pregnancy testing. The results of this study are shown below. RDTScan was able to detect 8 of the 10 cassettes,
all without the need for fiducial checking; both failure cases were blank white cassettes without any lettering or
logos. RDTScan was able to detect all of the dipsticks provided that fiducial checking was enabled.
RDT Name

Form Factor

Binax Now Influenza A&B Card (Alere)

Card

Compatibility
with RDTScan
Yes

QuickVue Influenza A+B (Quidel)

Dipstick

Yes (w/ fiducial detection)

LifeSign LLC Status Flu A&B (Princeton BioMeditech)

Cassette

No (blank cassette)

XPECT Flu A&B (Remel/Thermo Fisher)

Cassette

Yes

OSOM Ultra Plus Flu A&B Test (Sekisui Diagnostics)

Dipstick

Yes (w/ fiducial detection)

CareStart Flu A&B Plus (Access Bio)

Cassette

Yes

CareStart Malaria Pf/Pv (Access Bio)

Cassette

Yes

SD Bioline Malaria Ag Pf/Pv (Alere)

Cassette

Yes

PALUTOP +4 optima (All. Diag)

Cassette

Yes

One Step Malaria HRP2/pLDH (Wondfo)

Cassette

No (blank cassette)

AllTest Malaria P.f./Pan (AllTest)

Cassette

Yes

Asan Easy Test Malaria Pf/Pan Ag (ASAN Pharm.)

Cassette

Yes

Clearview hCG II Dipsticks (Clearview)

Dipstick

Yes (w/ fiducial detection)

Pregnancy Urine Dip-Strips (CLIAwaived, Inc)

Dipstick

Yes (w/ fiducial detection)

OSOM hCG DipStick Urine Test (Sekisui Diagnostics)

Dipstick

Yes (w/ fiducial detection)
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